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DESCRIPTION
The module of DC/DC converter is destined for supplying devices requiring stabilized voltage . It provides DC 
voltage reduction within the range 8V 28V DC (stabilized, non-stabilized) at efficiency 80% 90%. The maximum load 
current is 2,0 A. The DC/DC module is equipped with protections: short-circuit protection (SCP), overload protection (OLP), 
over heating protection (OHP). Additionally, it is equipped with optical operation signaling informing about operation status 
(DC supply, DC output, OLP overload) and with technical output (AW = OLP activation) destined for remote operation 
control.
The module is not equipped with galvanic insulation between in/out (IN-AUX), it operates with common “ground” potential 
(0 V) (terminals IN- as well as AUX- are galvanic connected = common terminal).
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TECHNICAL DATA
Casing:      no, open-frame design, IP00

Dimensions: 100x43x27 (LxWxH)  [mm, +/-2]

Net/ gross weight: 0,05 / 0,08  [kg]

Installation:      mounting pins x 4, installation tape or installation bolt x2

Supply voltage:                

Output voltage:                   4,5V 9V V V  DC , 50mV p-p max.  (-/+2%)

                                                                                voltage range set by jumper

Output current:                            2,0 A max. @ 12V

Power of the module:                       24 W max.

Power efficiency:                                80% 90% within the whole range of supply and load

Current consumption by the module: 10 mA max.

Short-circuit protections, SCP, OLP:    180% 200% of the module power  limitation of output current,

                                                               automatic restoration after power outage

Technical output:                                AW, type OC, 50 mA max. (short-circuit or over-load of module output)

                                                                  normal status: level L (0 V), failure: level hi-Z (high impedance):

Acoustic signaling of operation:          no

Optical signaling of operation:             IN diode (red) signaling DC supply status,

                                                               AUX diode (green) signaling DC output status

                                                               AW diode (red) signaling over-load or short-circuit

Operating conditions:                         2nd environmental class, -10°C÷ +40°C

Certificates, declarations:                    CE, RoHS

Remarks:                                                            lead on connections Ö0.41÷1.63 (AWG 26-14),

                                                                 Ensure air flow around the module in order to provide convection                                                             

                                                               cooling

                                                                               * - minimum supply voltage depends of  set voltage output 
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